Generation and recognition of abstract rules in different frontal lobe subgroups.
The Left Lateral cortex is known to have a role in inductive reasoning tasks. A more specific hypothesis on its role is that it is crucial in the generation of new abstract rules, rather than in the selection and implementation of a specific rule among a set of previously learned ones. Two new tests - the Generation of Hypotheses test and the Recognition of the Rule test - were administered to 46 patients with focal damage to the frontal cortex. Patients were divided in three frontal subgroups: Left Lateral, Right Lateral and Medial. On the basis of the new hypothesis, it was predicted that (i) the Left Lateral subgroup would fail in the Generation of Hypotheses test but would show spared performance on the Recognition of the Rule test and that (ii) the other frontal subgroups would perform normally on both tests. The findings on the Left Lateral and Right Lateral frontal subgroup were consistent with the predictions. This suggests that the Left Lateral frontal cortex is critical specifically for the generation of hypotheses in inductive reasoning. The Medial frontal subgroup, in contrast with our expectations, was impaired on Generation test; two hypotheses have been raised to explain this finding.